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	Every book has someone who keeps the editors/authors on track, picks up

	loose ends, proofs, edits, and helps it become a reality. For this book, it was

	Andi Clifford. Thank you.





	Many of our techniques were developed over time through patient outcomes:

	many published and more unpublished. For the tireless monitoring of

	our research efforts, we salute and thank research coordinator Vicki Snodgrass

	Miller at OrthoIndy Cartilage Restoration Center and Tim Bryant at the

	Cartilage Repair Center. The techniques were honed in the OR. At OrthoIndy,

	I would like to recognize and thank my regular team, Denise, Mary, Chris,

	and many others who fill in when needed.





	We attempted to augment our work with specific chapters written by leaders

	in the field. We thank Christian Lattermann for his excellent chapters on

	tibiofemoral patholaxity and meniscal considerations. As surgeons, we are

	at times intimidated by imaging and thus very much appreciate the clarity of

	the chapter by Nehal Shah and Hiroshi Yoshioka. There are many exciting

	new techniques not available in the USA, but their knowledge is important

	as this is a global field. We very much appreciate Vincenzo Condello for his

	contribution in a chapter on meniscal transplant alternatives and Greg Janes

	for his chapter on MACI.





	The publisher graciously requested that we put this work together and

	then followed through with guidance and a quality support staff, especially

	Michael D. Sova who helped guide, develop, and coordinate our ideas. We

	attempted to update and create original illustrations. We not only appreciate

	the excellent artistic skills of Wendy Vetter and her staff but also very much

	appreciate their patience as we modified and re-modified the illustrations.
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Undergraduate Instrumental Analysis, Sixth EditionCRC Press, 2004
... Now in its sixth edition, [this book] has developed and grown in size and stature and is much improved... Each chapter comes with a useful collection of additional material such as bibliographies, sources of spectral databases, experiments and problems. ...worthy of specific attention is the coverage of spectral methods. ...most major general...
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Python Crash Course: A Hands-On, Project-Based Introduction to ProgrammingNo Starch Press, 2015

	Python Crash Course is a fast-paced, thorough introduction to Python that will have you writing programs, solving problems, and making things that work in no time.

	

	In the first half of the book, you’ll learn about basic programming concepts, such as lists, dictionaries, classes, and loops, and practice writing...
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Persons, Souls and Death: A Philosophical Investigation of an AfterlifeMcFarland, 2009

	Awareness of mortality is the price of intelligent consciousness. This book argues that a person is essentially an immaterial subject of conscious states who, though intimately linked by causal ties to the body, is nevertheless distinct from it. The book also examines apparently paranormal occurrences supporting the belief that some persons...
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Microsoft Visual Basic 2008: Complete Concepts and Techniques (Shelly Cashman)Course Technology PTR, 2008

	The Shelly Cashman Series® offers the finest textbooks in computer education. This
	Microsoft Visual Basic 2008 book utilizes an innovative step-by-step pedagogy, which
	integrates demonstrations of professional-quality programs with in-depth discussions
	of programming concepts and techniques and opportunities for hands-on practice...
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The Clinical Practice of Critical Care Neurology (Medicine)Oxford University Press, 2003
This book is an invaluable review of neurologic critical care in the intensive care unit.  The emphasis is on management in day-to-day practice.  Part I is devoted to basic management of critically ill patients with acute neurologic diseases.  Part II covers the technology and procedures used
in the intensive care unit.  Part III discusses the...
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Always-On Enterprise Information Systems for Business Continuance: Technologies for Reliable and Scalable Operations (Premier Reference Source)Business Science, 2009
In order to stay competitive, modern businesses need to adopt an enterprise information system or an integrated IT platform that operates on an always-on basis in order to remain resilient, continuous, operational, adaptive, and responsive in this increasingly competitive and changing business environment.
Always-On Enterprise...
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